Refer to Making Changes on the University Secretariat’s website for information about the DAP process.

Courses - New, Revised, Discontinued

DON WRIGHT FACULTY OF MUSIC

MUSIC EDUCATION

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

**MUSIC 2105A/B - BEGINNER GUITAR**
This course will enable students with no prior musical training to develop guitar performance skills. Students will perform in a solo guitar format utilizing repertoire from a variety of musical traditions.

*Extra information*: 3 hours, 0.5 credit course. This course is not available to Bachelor of Music students.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

**MUSIC 2801A/B - DRUMMING ACROSS CULTURES**
This course focuses on the rich cultural history and performance traditions of drum music from Africa, Brazil, Cuba and the Middle East. Students will perform within small and large ensembles, while learning correct playing procedures for a variety of percussion instruments including hand drums, bells, and shakers.

*Extra information*: 3 hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

**MUSIC 4860A/B/Y SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC EDUCATION**
Special topics in the study of music education, to be arranged.

*Prerequisite(s):* Permission of the Department of Music Education.

*Extra information*: 3 hours, 0.5 courses.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

**MUSIC 4861A/B/Y SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC EDUCATION**
Special topics in the study of music education, to be arranged.

*Prerequisite(s):* Permission of the Department of Music Education.

*Extra information*: 3 hours, 0.5 courses.
KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2022 the following anti-requisite be revised:

POLITICAL SCIENCE 3324F/G - INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH METHODS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
This course introduces students to a range of methodological approaches to questions in political science. Students will become familiar with qualitative and quantitative data sources and ways of using each to address political issues.

Antirequisite(s) at Main campus: Political Science 2535F/G or Political Science 3325F/G, Health Sciences 2801A/B, Psychology 2800E, Psychology 2820E, and Sociology 2206A/B.
Antirequisite(s) at Huron, King’s campus: Health Sciences 2801A/B, the former Psychology 2800E, the former Psychology 2800E, Psychology 2820E, Psychology 2830A/B, and Sociology 2206A/B.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following course be introduced:
(course is currently offered at Main campus)

POLITICAL SCIENCE 2511F/G - THE POLITICS OF ECONOMICS
This course examines the politics of economic issues. No prior economics training is required. It focuses on the competition between free market and interventionist economic ideas and how businesses, unions, and lobby groups seek to influence government policy on issues such as taxes, regulations, recessions, trade, finance, diversity, and labour.

Antirequisite(s): Political Science 2211E
Extra Information: 2 lecture hours, 1 tutorial hour
Course Weight: 0.5

Effective September 1, 2022 the following course be introduced:
(course is currently offered at Main campus)

POLITICAL SCIENCE 3398F/G - INDIGENOUS POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES
Political and legal issues are inseparable in contemporary examinations of land use, self-determination, governance, individual and community rights. This course will examine the legal institutions and practices of traditional Indigenous cultures as well as contemporary practice.

Antirequisite(s): Indigenous Studies 3722F/G, Political Science 3410F/G.
Prerequisite(s): Indigenous Studies 2218F/G or Indigenous Studies 2901E or History 2209E or History 2201E or History 2205E or Political Science 2103A/B or Political Science 2230E or Political Science 2530F/G, or Law 2101 or GSWS 2260 or the former Anthropology 2218F/G.
Extra Information: 3 lecture hours
Course Weight: 0.5
ENGLISH AND WRITING STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2022 the following course be introduced:

**ENGLISH 3478F/G - TOPICS IN AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE**
This course focuses on a period, theme, or collection of authors in African American literature (e.g., Harlem Renaissance, Afrofuturism, Black Modernisms, Black Women Writers, Hip-Hop and Literature). Specific content will vary from year to year depending on the instructor. Consult the department for current offerings.

**Prerequisite(s):** At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or permission of the Department.
**Extra Information:** 3 hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following course be introduced:

**ENGLISH 3344F/G - BLACK LIVES IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY**
This course explores Black writers’ narratives and imaginative writing about the Black experience during the period before and during the British abolition of the slave trade. We will investigate the mechanisms of oppression on enslaved Africans and expressions of their resistance to white power.

**Prerequisite(s):** At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or permission of the Department.
**Extra Information:** 3 hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following course be introduced:

**ENGLISH 3573F/G - BLACK WRITING IN CANADA**
This course offers advanced study of writing by authors of the Black Diaspora in Canada. Its focus and scope may vary by course offering, from multiple genres (e.g., theatre, fiction, poetry, documentary film) to a single mode (e.g., Afrofuturism, neo-slave narratives) to Black writing in a particular region (e.g., the Prairies, West Coast, East Coast, Toronto) or a particular historical period (e.g., 19th century, 21st century, 1960s to 1990s). Attentive to historical, literary historical, and other contexts, the course celebrates the aesthetics and artistry of Black writing in Canada and the knowledges it produces.

**Prerequisite(s):** At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or permission of the Department.
**Extra Information:** 3 hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following pre-requisites be revised:

**ENGLISH 2202F/G - STUDIES IN POETICS**
**Prerequisite(s):** At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G, or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.
ENGLISH 3204F/G - CRITICAL RACE THEORY
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G, or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3327A/B - REMEDIATED SHAKESPEARE
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3331F/G - ADAPTING SHAKESPEARE
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3361F/G - SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE FICTION OF DETECTION
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3371F/G - CONTEMPORARY EXPERIMENTAL LITERATURE
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3471F/G - BALLOTS AND BULLETS: US LITERATURE AND CIVIL RIGHTS
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3581F/G - TORONTO: CULTURE AND PERFORMANCE
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3670F/G - GLOBAL INDIGENOUS LITERATURES
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or Indigenous Studies 1020E, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.

ENGLISH 3680F/G - INDIGENOUS LITERATURES OF TURTLE ISLAND
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020-1999, or Indigenous Studies 1020E, or 1.0 of Film 1000-1999 plus English 2112F/G, Film 2212F/G or Theatre Studies 2212F/G, or permission of the department.
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING - CEE 4414A/B – MACHINE LEARNING FOR WATER RESOURCES
Introduction to the applications of machine learning techniques to extract information from large amounts of data available to model Earth and environmental systems. Topics include applications of neural network approaches, classification and regression of large datasets, and non-parametric spatial process modelling to improve the prediction of hydrological and hydroclimatic variables, understand water resources behaviours, represent global feedbacks between hydroclimate variables, hydrological response of a watershed after a storm, and to address hydrological scaling issues.
Prerequisite(s): AISE 3010A/B, Earth Sciences 3340A/B, Statistical Sciences 2141A/B.
Extra Information: 2 lecture hours per week, 2 lab/tutorial hours per week, 0.5 course.

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

ANTHROPOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:

ANTHROPOLOGY 2230F/G - ARCTIC ARCHAEOLOGY
An overview and critical evaluation of reconstructions of past ways of life in the Arctic. The course will introduce prehistoric cultures as archaeologically defined and examine the use of ethnography in archaeological interpretation, the role of cultural contact in culture change, and the use of archaeology in constructing contemporary identity.
An overview and critical evaluation of reconstructions of past ways of life in the Arctic. The course will introduce Arctic cultures as understood through their material remains, critically examine Arctic archaeology's ongoing colonial foundations, and explore how climate change impacts and decolonizing efforts are reshaping archaeological practice in the north.
Antirequisite(s): Indigenous Studies 2230F/G.
Extra Information: 3 hours.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:

ANTHROPOLOGY 2203F/G - INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, GLOBALIZATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT
An examination of natural resource development emphasizing the interplay between indigenous people, the state and transnational developers. Topics include: environmentalism
and livelihood; land rights; corporate power and state policies; common property and community-based resource management; NGOs in environmental politics; sustainability and the greening of development.

**Antirequisite(s):** Indigenous Studies 2203F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Any Arts and Humanities or Social Science 0.5 or 1.0 Essay course.

**Extra Information:** 3 lecture hours.

Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**ANTHROPOLOGY 2211F/G - CULTURES OF THE CARIBBEAN**

An introduction to the Caribbean and circum-Caribbean, emphasizing religion, aesthetic styles, current political processes, and relationships of the region and its peoples to Canada.

**Antirequisite(s):** Indigenous Studies 2211F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Any Arts and Humanities or Social Science 0.5 or 1.0 Essay course.

**Extra Information:** 3 hours. Usually only two of Anthropology 2211F/G, Anthropology 2212F/G, Anthropology 2216F/G, and Anthropology 2219A/B will be offered in any given year.

Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**ANTHROPOLOGY 2212F/G - CULTURES OF THE PACIFIC**

Focusing on the cultures of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia, this course reveals how people often understood as peripheral are at the centre of global processes. The course addresses topics including social structure, gender, politics, economies, ecologies, cosmologies, and the representation of Pacific peoples.

**Antirequisite(s):** Indigenous Studies 2212F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Any Arts and Humanities or Social Science 0.5 or 1.0 Essay course.

**Extra Information:** 3 hours. Usually only two of Anthropology 2211F/G, Anthropology 2212F/G, Anthropology 2216F/G, and Anthropology 2219A/B will be offered in any given year.

Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**ANTHROPOLOGY 2216F/G ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LATIN AMERICA**

A journey into the political and economic history of the region that pays attention to the daily lives, as well as the momentous struggles, of its culturally diverse inhabitants. Topics covered include economic dependency and exploitation, urban poverty, social stratification, “race”, indigenous movements, state terror, peaceful resistance and revolution.

**Antirequisite(s):** Indigenous Studies 2216F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Any Arts and Humanities or Social Science 0.5 or 1.0 Essay course.

**Extra Information:** 3 hours. Usually only two of Anthropology 2211F/G, Anthropology 2212F/G, Anthropology 2216F/G, and Anthropology 2219A/B will be offered in any given year.

Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**ANTHROPOLOGY 2233F/G ARCHAEOLOGY OF ONTARIO AND THE GREAT LAKES**

The prehistoric societies of Ontario and surrounding areas. Topics include the entry of humans into the New World and their arrival in Ontario; development of agriculture; appearance of historic period societies such as the Huron, Neutral and Ojibwa; impact of European settlement and economic systems on native societies.
This course focuses on the archaeology of the original societies of Ontario and surrounding areas, covering topics including: the arrival of people in Ontario, the development of agriculture, the appearance of historic period societies such as the Huron-Wendat, Attawandaron/Chonnonton, Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee, and the impacts of European settlement and economic systems.

**Antirequisite(s):** Indigenous Studies 2233F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Anthropology 1020 (formerly Anthropology 1020E), or one of Anthropology 1025F/G or Anthropology 1021A/B and one of Anthropology 1026F/G or Anthropology 1022A/B, or Anthropology 2100, or Indigenous Studies 1020E.

**Extra Information:** 3 hours.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:

**ANTHROPOLOGY 2234F/G ANDEAN PREHISTORY ARCHAEOLOGY**

This course will focus primarily on the prehistory of the Peruvian Andes and Coast, with some overlap into Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Amazonia. We will study the area's archaeological record in some detail, touching on a variety of themes that are of general archaeological interest, e.g. agricultural origins, trade, the rise of complex societies, the role of religious ideology, and the interpretation of archaeological evidence.

This course focuses on the archaeology of the Peruvian Andes and Coast, with some overlap into Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Amazonia. We will study the area's archaeological record in some detail, touching on a variety of themes that are of general archaeological interest including agriculture, trade, religion, the rise of large-scale societies, and the interpretation of archaeological evidence.

**Antirequisite(s) at Main campus:** Indigenous Studies 2234F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Anthropology 1020 (formerly Anthropology 1020E), or one of Anthropology 1025F/G or Anthropology 1021A/B and one of Anthropology 1026F/G or Anthropology 1022A/B, or Anthropology 2100, or Indigenous Studies 1020E.

**Extra Information:** 3 hours. Note for Main campus: Students intending to apply for the Archaeological Summer Field Course in Peru are strongly encouraged to take this course first.

**ECONOMICS**

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

**ECONOMICS 2126F/G - MICRO DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS**

This course will discuss topics in the field of micro development economics by introducing students to recent academic research on a subset of relevant topics. It will focus on empirical research and discuss the economic theory and econometric tools needed to understand this work.

**Antirequisite(s):** Economics 3324F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Economics 2123A/B, 2150A/B, and 2152A/B.

**Extra Information:** 3 lecture hours.

**Course Weight:** 0.50
Effective **September 1 2022**, the following course be revised:

**ECONOMICS 3324F/G - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT I**
Examines alternative economic approaches to understanding the process of development; institutional and microeconomic aspects of development; poverty and inequality; and critical analysis of development policies such as microfinance, targeted cash transfers, and public health programs.  
**Antirequisite(s):** Economics 2124A/B, Economics 2126F/G  
**Prerequisite(s):** Economics 2223A/B and Economics 2261A/B.  
**Extra Information:** 3 lecture hours.

**HISTORY**

Effective **September 1, 2022** the title be revised:

**HISTORY 3617F/G - THE ASIA-PACIFIC IN THE TWO WORLD WARS**
**Short title**  
WAR AND THE ASIA-PACIFIC

**INDIGENOUS STUDIES**

Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following course be introduced:

**INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2230F/G - ARCTIC ARCHAEOLOGY**
An overview and critical evaluation of reconstructions of past ways of life in the Arctic. The course will introduce Arctic cultures as understood through their material remains, critically examine Arctic archaeology's ongoing colonial foundations, and explore how climate change impacts and decolonizing efforts are reshaping archaeological practice in the north.  
**Antirequisite(s):** Anthropology 2230F/G.  
**Extra Information:** 3 hours.

Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following course be revised:

**INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2203F/G - INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, GLOBALIZATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT**
An examination of natural resource development emphasizing the interplay between indigenous people, the state and transnational developers. Topics include: environmentalism and livelihood; land rights; corporate power and state policies; common property and community-based resource management; NGOs in environmental politics; sustainability and the greening of development.  
**Antirequisite(s):** Anthropology 2203F/G.
Prerequisite(s): Any Arts and Humanities or Social Science 0.5 or 1.0 Essay course.
Extra Information: 3 lecture hours.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be revised:

INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2211F/G - CULTURES OF THE CARIBBEAN
An introduction to the Caribbean and circum-Caribbean, emphasizing religion, aesthetic styles, current political processes, and relationships of the region and its peoples to Canada.

Antirequisite(s): Anthropology 2211F/G.
Prerequisite(s): Any Arts and Humanities or Social Science 0.5 or 1.0 Essay course.
Extra Information: 3 hours. Usually only two of Anthropology 2211F/G, Anthropology 2212F/G, Anthropology 2216F/G, and Anthropology 2219A/B will be offered in any given year.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be revised:

INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2212F/G - CULTURES OF THE PACIFIC
Focusing on the cultures of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia, this course reveals how people often understood as peripheral are at the centre of global processes. The course addresses topics including social structure, gender, politics, economies, ecologies, cosmologies, and the representation of Pacific peoples.

Antirequisite(s): Anthropology 2212F/G.
Extra Information: 3 hours. Usually only two of Anthropology 2211F/G, Anthropology 2212F/G, Anthropology 2216F/G, and Anthropology 2219A/B will be offered in any given year.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be revised:

INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2216F/G - ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LATIN AMERICA
A journey into the political and economic history of the region that pays attention to the daily lives, as well as the momentous struggles, of its culturally diverse inhabitants. Topics covered include economic dependency and exploitation, urban poverty, social stratification, “race”, indigenous movements, state terror, peaceful resistance and revolution.

Antirequisite(s): Anthropology 2216F/G.
Extra Information: 3 hours. Usually only two of Anthropology 2211F/G, Anthropology 2212F/G, Anthropology 2216F/G, and Anthropology 2219A/B will be offered in any given year.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be revised:

INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2233F/G - ARCHAEOLOGY OF ONTARIO AND THE GREAT LAKES
The prehistoric societies of Ontario and surrounding areas. Topics include the entry of humans into the New World and their arrival in Ontario; development of agriculture; appearance of historic period societies such as the Huron, Neutral and Ojibwa; impact of European settlement and economic systems on native societies.
This course focuses on the archaeology of the original societies of Ontario and surrounding areas, covering topics including: the arrival of people in Ontario, the development of agriculture, the appearance of historic period societies such as the Huron-Wendat, Attawandaron/Chonnonton, Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee, and the impacts of European settlement and economic systems.

**Antirequisite(s):** Anthropology 2233F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Anthropology 1020 (formerly Anthropology 1020E), or one of Anthropology 1025F/G or Anthropology 1021A/B and one of Anthropology 1026F/G or Anthropology 1022A/B, or Anthropology 2100, or Indigenous Studies 1020E.

Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following course be revised:

INDIGENOUS STUDIES 2234F/G - ANDEAN PREHISTORY ARCHAEOLOGY

This course will focus primarily on the prehistory of the Peruvian Andes and Coast, with some overlap into Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Amazonia. We will study the area's archaeological record in some detail, touching on a variety of themes that are of general archaeological interest, e.g. agricultural origins, trade, the rise of complex societies, the role of religious ideology, and the interpretation of archaeological evidence.

This course focuses on the archaeology of the Peruvian Andes and Coast, with some overlap into Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Amazonia. We will study the area's archaeological record in some detail, touching on a variety of themes that are of general archaeological interest including agriculture, trade, religion, the rise of large-scale societies, and the interpretation of archaeological evidence.

**Antirequisite(s) at Main campus:** Anthropology 2234F/G.

**Prerequisite(s):** Anthropology 1020 (formerly Anthropology 1020E), or one of Anthropology 1025F/G or Anthropology 1021A/B and one of Anthropology 1026F/G or Anthropology 1022A/B, or Anthropology 2100, or Indigenous Studies 1020E.

**Extra Information:** 3 hours. **Note for Main campus:** Students intending to apply for the Archaeological Summer Field Course in Peru are strongly encouraged to take this course first.

Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following course be revised:

INDIGENOUS STUDIES 4903F/G INDIGENOUS RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGIES

This advanced course examines the critical issues and tensions of doing research with and for Indigenous peoples. Themes will include Indigenous methodologies (including but not limited to oral histories) and decolonizing research.

**Prerequisite(s):** Indigenous Studies 3140F/G or Indigenous Studies 3142F/G.

**Extra Information:** 3 seminar hours.
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES 4479A/B – BUSINESS ETHICS & SUSTAINABILITY
The course will familiarize students with ethical issues in businesses and help them make socially responsible decisions. The course will provide students with the knowledge and tools necessary to identify, critically analyze and resolve ethical issues that they are likely to encounter as organizational members.

Antirequisite(s): MOS 4467A/B.
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in 3rd or 4th year of the BMOS program.
Extra Information: 3 lecture hours, 0.5 course

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be withdrawn:

POLITICAL SCIENCE 3334E - CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THEORY

Effective September 1, 2022, the following course be introduced:

POLITICAL SCIENCE 3534F/G - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN POLITICAL THEORY
This course examines the most current and relevant issues political theorists are thinking about including gentrification, housing rights, historical injustice, sexism, climate change, affirmative action, and animal rights. The focus will be on developing an understanding of how to develop students’ views of these matters.

Antirequisite(s): the former Political Science 3334E.
Prerequisite(s): Political Science 2537F/G or Political Science 2237E.
Extra Information: 2 lecture hours.

PSYCHOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:

PSYCHOLOGY 2802F/G - RESEARCH METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGY II

Prerequisite(s): At least 70% in Psychology 2801F/G. A minimum mark of 60% in both Data Science 1000A/B and 0.5 math course and special permission of the department.
Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**PSYCHOLOGY 3317E - COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY**

Prerequisite(s): Psychology 2820E or Psychology 2800E and Psychology 2810. Registration is in third or fourth year in any social science module. Registration is By special permission only and must be obtained from the course instructor in the Spring/Summer before the course begins in the Fall term.

---

**Revisions to Established Programs/Modules**

**HURON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE**

**JEWISH STUDIES** *(jointly offered modules)*

Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following module be revised:

**MINOR IN JEWISH STUDIES**

**Module**

4.0 courses:

...  
0.5 course from any of the three categories listed above, Expressions, Experience, and Ideas.  

*(no further changes)*
Effective September 1, 2022, the following module be revised:

**MAJOR IN JEWISH STUDIES**

**Module**

6.0 courses:

...  **3.0 courses** from the former Jewish Studies 2801F/G or the following three categories, including a minimum of 0.5 course from each category:

**Expressions** - Literature and Art: Film Studies 3316F/G (only if taken prior to September 2013); French 2211F/G; German 2141A/B; Hebrew 1020, Hebrew 1030, Hebrew 1040A/B, Hebrew 1041A/B, Hebrew 2200, Hebrew 2240A/B, Hebrew 2241A/B, Hebrew 3300 (if not taken to satisfy the requirements described earlier in the module); Jewish Studies 2790F/G, Jewish Studies 3790F/G, Jewish Studies 4790F/G, MIT 3931F/G; the former Women's Studies 2152A/B.

**Experience** - History and Social Science: History 3807E, History 3808F/G, History 4426E; Jewish Studies 2791F/G, Jewish Studies 3791F/G, Jewish Studies 4791F/G; Political Science 3329F/G (only if taken prior to September 2015), Political Science 4409F/G; Religious Studies 3450F/G, the former History 3427E, the former History 3608F/G.


*(no further changes)*
KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

ENGLISH

The following module changes were submitted to DAP on November 26, 2021 but were tabled until the new subject area of American Sign Language was approved by Senate. This new subject was approved on January 21, 2022.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following module be revised:

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Module

10.0 courses:

1.0 course: English 2301E, or the former English 2307E (mandatory in Year 2).
1.0 course from: English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E, or the former English 2308E, the former English 2309E, the former English 2310E.
2.0 courses from: English 2301E, English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E, (or the former English 2307E, English 2308E, English 2309E, English 2310E).
0.5 course: English 2299F/G (mandatory in Year 2).
0.5 course taken in Year 2 from: English 2200F/G, English 2201F/G, English 2202F/G, English 2230F/G or the former English 2210F/G.
0.5 course from: English 2203F/G, (can be counted if the student gets 75% or higher), English 3200F/G, English 3201F/G, English 3206F/G, English 3209F/G, English 3261F/G, English 3891F/G, the former English 2220F/G, the former English 2240F/G, the former English 2250F/G.
3.0 courses with a minimum of 1.0 from each of groups A and B.

Group A: English 3300, English 3310, English 3318E, English 3319F/G, English 3328E, English 3329F/G, English 3339F/G, or the former English 3001, the former English 3012, the former English 3115E, the former English 3116E, the former English 3224E, the former English 3228F/G; English 3345E, English 3347E, English 3348F/G, English 3349F/G, or the former English 3334E, the former English 3335E, the former English 3336F/G;

Group B: English 3560E, English 3555E, English 3359F/G, English 3368E, English 3369F/G, or the former English 3444E, the former English 3445E, the former English 3446F/G; English 3376E, English 3377E, English 3378F/G, English 3379F/G, or the former English 3554E, the former English 3555E, the former English 3557F/G; English 3479F/G, English 3498E, English 3499F/G, or the former English 3665E, the former English 3667F/G, the former English 3668F/G; English 3579F/G, English 3599F/G, English 3669E, English 3679F/G, English 3680F/G, English 3698F/G, English 3700E, English 3702E, English 3774E, English 3775E, English 3776F/G, English 3884E, or the former English 3777F/G.

0.5 course from: American Sign Language 1030A/B, English 2262F/G, English 3556E, English 3776F/G, English 3998E, English 3999F/G, Western Thought and Civilization
2901E, Western Thought and Civilization 3901F/G/Z, Western Thought and Civilization 4901F/G/Z, Speech 2001, Writing 2301F/G/Z.

**Note:** Students who have completed credits in a second-language may count 0.5 credits from those courses towards completion of these requirements.

**1.0 course** from: English 2400E, **English 3560E**, English 3330E, English 3338E, English 3490F/G, English 3556E or English 3776F/G, or the former English 2440E, the former English 3226E, the former English 3227E, the former English 3666F/G.

**1.0 course** from: English at the 4000 level.

**1.0 course** from: English essay course at the 2000 level or above.

**Note:** English 2017 may not be counted toward the Honours Specialization in English. French or a second language is recommended for students intending to apply to graduate schools or professional programs.

**Note:** Students may only count **English 3560E** and **English 3776F/G** once towards their module.

Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following module be revised:

**MAJOR IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE**

**Module**

6.0 courses:

**2.0 courses** from: English 2301E, English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E, (or the former English 2307E, English 2308E, English 2309E, English 2310E).

**1.0 course:** English 2301E, or the former English 2307E (Mandatory in Year 2).

**0.5 course:** English 2299F/G (mandatory in Year 2).

**0.5 course** taken before fourth year from: English 2200F/G, English 2201F/G, English 2202F/G, English 2203F/G, English 3200F/G, English 3201F/G, English 3206F/G, English 3209F/G, English 3261F/G, English 3891F/G, or the former English 2210F/G, the former English 2220F/G, the former English 2240F/G, the former English 2250F/G.

**1.0 course** from: English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E, or the former English 2308E, the former English 2309E, the former English 2310E.

**1.0 course** from: English 3300, English 3310, English 3318E, English 3319F/G, English 3328E, English 3329F/G, English 3330E, English 3338E, English 3339F/G, English 3345E, English 3347E, English 3348F/G, English 3349F/G, or the former English 3001, the former English 3012, the former English 3115E, the former English 3116E, the former English 3224E, the former English 3226E, the former English 3227E, the former English 3228F/G, the former English 3334E, the former English 3336F/G.

3998E, English 3999F/G or the former English 3444E, the former English 3445E, the former English 3446F/G, the former English 3554E, the former English 3555E, the former English 3557F/G, the former English 3665E, the former English 3666F/G, the former English 3667F/G, the former English 3777F/G, the former English 3882F/G.

1.0 course from: English essay course at the 2000 level or above.

Note: English 2017 may not be counted toward the Major in English. French or a second language is recommended for students intending to apply to graduate schools or professional programs.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following module be revised:

SPECIALIZATION IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Module
9.0 courses:

1.0 course: English 2301E, or the former English 2307E (Mandatory in Year 2).
1.0 course from: English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E or the former English 2308E, the former English 2309E, the former English 2310E.

2.0 courses from: English 2301E, English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E, (or the former English 2307E, English 2308E, English 2309E, English 2310E).

0.5 course: English 2299F/G (mandatory in Year 2).

0.5 course taken in Year 2 from: English 2200F/G, English 2201F/G, English 2202F/G, English 2230F/G or the former English 2210F/G.

0.5 course from: English 2203F/G, (can be counted if the student gets 75% or higher), English 3200F/G, English 3201F/G, English 3206F/G, English 3209F/G, English 3261F/G, English 3891F/G, the former English 2220F/G, the former English 2240F/G, the former English 2250F/G.

3.0 courses with a minimum of 1.0 from each of groups A and B.

Group A: English 3300, English 3310, English 3318E, English 3319F/G, English 3328E, English 3329F/G, English 3339F/G, or the former English 3001, the former English 3012, the former English 3115E, the former English 3116E, the former English 3224E, the former English 3228F/G; English 3345E, English 3347E, English 3348F/G, English 3349F/G, or the former English 3334E, the former English 3335E, the former English 3336F/G;

Group B: English 3560E, English 3555E, English 3359F/G, English 3368E, English 3369F/G, or the former English 3444E, the former English 3445E, the former English 3446F/G; English 3376E, English 3377E, English 3378F/G, English 3379F/G, or the former English 3554E, the former English 3555E, the former English 3557F/G; English 3479F/G, English 3498E, English 3499F/G, or the former English 3665E, the former English 3667F/G, the former English 3668F/G; English 3579F/G, English 3599F/G, English 3669E, English 3679F/G, English 3680F/G, English 3698F/G, English 3700E, English 3702E, English 3774E, English 3775E, English 3776F/G, English 3884E, or the former English 3777F/G.

Note: Students who have completed credits in a second-language may count 0.5 credits from those courses towards completion of these requirements.

1.0 course from: English 2400E, English 3560E, English 3330E, English 3338E, English 3490F/G, English 3556E, or English 3776F/G, or the former English 2420E, the former English 2440E, the former English 3226E, the former English 3227E, the former English 3666F/G.

1.0 course from: English essay course at the 2000 level or above.

Note: English 2017 may not be counted toward the Specialization in English. French or a second language is recommended for students intending to apply to graduate schools or professional programs.

Note: Students may only count English 3560E and English 3776F/G once towards their module.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following module be revised:

MINOR IN ENGLISH FOR TEACHERS

Module
5.0 courses:

1.0 course from: English 3330E, or the former English 3227E.

1.0 course from: English 2038E, English 2060E, English 2501E, English 3560E, English 3579F/G, English 3680F/G, English 3774E, English 3775E, or the former English 2309E, the former English 3777F/G.

1.0 course from: English 2033E, English 2071F/G, English 2072F/G, English 2110E, English 2730F/G, English 2735F/G, or the former English 2500E. (English 2033E is recommended for teaching Primary to Intermediate grades and English 2110E for Intermediate to Senior levels).

1.0 course from: English 2239E, English 2301E, English 2401E, English 2601E, or the former English 2307E, the former English 2308E, the former English 2310E.

1.0 course from: English at the 2000 level or above. (Students may substitute 0.5 course in Writing towards this requirement).

Note: English 2017 and Speech 2001 may not be counted toward the Minor in English for Teachers.
Effective **September 1, 2022**, the following module be revised:

**MINOR IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE**

Module

4.5 courses:

- **0.5 course** from: English 2202F/G, English 2510F/G.
- **1.0 course** from: English 2033E, English 2071F/G, English 2072F/G, English 2073F/G, English 2074F/G, English 2203F/G, English 2110E, English 2600F/G, English 2730F/G, English 2735F/G, or the former English 2220F/G, the former English 2261F/G, the former English 2500E.
- **1.0 course** from: English 2400E, **English 3560E**, English 3330E, English 3338E, English 3490F/G, English 3556E, English 3776F/G, or the former English 2440E, the former English 3226E, the former English 3227E, the former English 3666F/G, the former English 2420E.
- **1.0 course** from: English 2301E, English 3300, English 3310, English 3318E, English 3319F/G, English 3328E, English 3329F/G, English 3339F/G, English 3345E, English 3347E, English 3348F/G, English 3349F/G, or the former English 2307E, the former English 3001, the former English 3012, the former English 3115E, the former English 3116E, the former English 3224E, the former English 3228F/G, the former English 3334E, the former English 3335E, the former English 3336F/G.
- **1.0 course** from: English 2239E, English 2262F/G, English 2401E, English 2501E, English 2601E, **English 3560E**, English 3355E, English 3359F/G, English 3368E, English 3369F/G, English 3680F/G, English 3700E, English 3702E, English 3376E, English 3377E, English 3378F/G, English 3379F/G, English 3479F/G, English 3498E, English 3499F/G, English 3579F/G, English 3599F/G, English 3669E, English 3774E, English 3775E, English 3679F/G, English 3884E, or the former English 2308E, the former English 2309E, the former English 2310E, the former English 3444E, the former English 3445E, the former English 3446F/G, the former English 3554E, the former English 3555E, the former English 3557F/G, the former English 3665E, the former English 3667F/G, the former English 3777F/G, the former English 3882F/G.

**Note:** Students may only count and English 3560E once towards their module.
FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

ENGLISH AND WRITING STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2022 the following admission requirements be revised:

MINOR IN POPULAR LITERATURE AND CULTURAL STUDIES

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 from English 1020-1999 with a mark of at least 60%.

Students should consult with the Department prior to admission.

MINOR IN GENERAL ENGLISH

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 from English 1020-1999 with a mark of at least 60%.

Students should consult with the Department prior to admission.

MINOR IN ENGLISH FOR TEACHERS

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 from English 1020-1999 with a mark of at least 60%.

Students should consult with the Department prior to admission.

FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

KINESIOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module requirements be revised:

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN KINESIOLOGY - BA

Module

9.5 courses:

1.0 courses: Kinesiology 2230A/B, Kinesiology 2241A/B (must be taken in second year).
1.0 course from: Kinesiology 2900-2999.
1.0 course from: Kinesiology 2236A/B, Kinesiology 2250A/B, Kinesiology 2263F/G, Kinesiology 2276F/G, Kinesiology 2292F/G.
0.5 course: Kinesiology 2032A/B. Must be selected in second year.
6.0 additional Kinesiology courses at the 2000-level or above (non activity based), of which at least 1.0 course must be selected from: Kinesiology 2250A/B, Kinesiology 2263F/G, Kinesiology 2276F/G, Kinesiology 2292F/G, Kinesiology 3362F/G, Kinesiology 3378F/G, Kinesiology 3388A/B, Kinesiology 3463F/G, Kinesiology 3476F/G, Kinesiology 3490F/G, Kinesiology 4459A/B.
Kinesiology 4460F/G, Kinesiology 4259F/G, Kinesiology 4276F/G, Kinesiology 4465F/G, Kinesiology 4498A/B, the former Kinesiology 3363A/B, the former Kinesiology 3390F/G.

For module planning guide go to the School of Kinesiology website: http://www.uwo.ca/fhs/kin/

Note: All students must complete a Statistics course as a corequisite to Kinesiology 2032A/B.

Note: All Honours Specialization modules in Kinesiology require the successful completion of at least 1.0 4000-level Kinesiology credits prior to graduation.

Note: A maximum of 12.5 Kinesiology Credits may be taken in any Honours Specialization degree or module.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module requirements be revised:

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN KINESIOLOGY - BSc

Module
9.0 courses:

1.0 course: Kinesiology 2230A/B, Kinesiology 2241A/B (must be taken in second year).

1.0 course from: Kinesiology 2900 - 2999.

0.5 course: Kinesiology 2032A/B must be selected in second year.

0.5 course in Kinesiology at the 2000 level (non activity based).

0.5 course from: Kinesiology 3341A/B, Kinesiology 3343A/B, Kinesiology 3353A/B.

1.0 course: Kinesiology 3330F/G, Kinesiology 3373A/B.


For module planning guide go to the School of Kinesiology website: http://www.uwo.ca/fhs/kin/

Notes:
1. Students in this module must select four full or equivalent science options from the 2100 level or above.
2. Up to 1.0 of the 4.0 Science credits may be at the 1000-level, from the following list:
   Biology 1001A or Biology 1201A and Biology 1002B or Biology 1202B;
   Chemistry 1301A/B and Chemistry 1302A/B;
   Physics 1101A/B, or 1201A/B or the former Physics 1028A/B or the former Physics 1301A/B or Physics 1501A/B and Physics 1102A/B, or 1202A/B or the former Physics 1029A/B or the former Physics 1302A/B or Physics 1502A/B.
3. Up to 2.0 of the 4.0 Science credits may be taken from the following list of Kinesiology courses (not previously selected). Kinesiology 3339A/B, Kinesiology 3341A/B, Kinesiology 3343A/B, Kinesiology 3347A/B, Kinesiology 3353A/B, Kinesiology 3360A/B, Kinesiology 3480A/B, Kinesiology

4. Kinesiology students graduating with the Honours Bachelor of Science Degree Honours Specialization in Kinesiology are recognized as having met the University graduation policies pertaining to Science course requirements.

5. All students must complete a Statistics course as a co-requisite to Kinesiology 2032A/B.

6. All Honours Specialization modules in Kinesiology require the successful completion of at least 1.0 4000-level Kinesiology credits prior to graduation.

7. A maximum of 12.5 Kinesiology Credits may be taken in any Honours Specialization degree or module.

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module requirements be revised:

**MAJOR IN KINESIOLOGY**

Module
6.5 courses:

1.0 courses: Kinesiology 2230A/B, Kinesiology 2241A/B (must be taken in second year).

1.0 course from: Kinesiology 2900-2999.


0.5 course: Kinesiology 2032A/B must be taken in second year.


For module planning guide go to the School of Kinesiology website: http://www.uwo.ca/fhs/kin/

Note: All students must complete a Statistics course as a corequisite to Kinesiology 2032A/B.

---

**FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES**

**ECONOMICS**

Effective September 1, 2022 the following program be revised:

HBA/HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS - ECONOMICS CONCENTRATION (PPE-E)

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS - ECONOMICS CONCENTRATION (PPE-E)/ HBA

Module/Program Information

Year 1 *(no changes)*
Year 2
5.0 courses:

0.5 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 2200F/G.
2.0 courses: Economics 2222A/B, Economics 2223A/B, Economics 2260A/B, Economics 2261A/B.
1.0 course from the following:
1.0 course: Political Science 2325F/G and Political Science 2537F/G.
1.0 course from: Philosophy 2700F/G (recommended), Philosophy 2200F/G, Philosophy 2202F/G or and Philosophy 2500F/G.
1.0 course: Business Administration 2257.
0.5 additional course.

Year 3 (HBA1) (no changes)

Years 4 and 5: HBA Requirements (Requirements can be taken over Year 4 or 5, except Business Administration 4569 must be taken in Year 4). (no changes)

Years 4 and 5: PPE-E Requirements (Requirements can be taken over Year 4 or 5, except PPE 4100E must be taken in Year 5). 5.5 courses:

1.0 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 4100E.
The remaining 1.0 course from the following:

1.0 course: Political Science 2325F/G and Political Science 2537F/G.
1.0 course from: Philosophy 2700F/G (recommended), Philosophy 2200F/G, Philosophy 2202F/G or and Philosophy 2500F/G.
3.5 courses numbered 2200 or higher from at least two of the three PPE disciplines (Philosophy, Political Science, and Economics).
At least 2.0 of these 3.5 courses must be numbered 3000 and higher. Students are advised to consider taking Economics 2220A/B and Economics 2221A/B in Year 4 as many 3000-level Economics courses require them as prerequisites.

Note: Students must take a 0.5 course overload in each of Year 4 and Year 5.

...
*Students who have taken a full or half course in introductory statistics at the 2100 level or higher in the Department of Statistical and Actuarial Sciences can substitute that course for Economics 2222A/B towards the module requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed, and students are required to replace Economics 2222A/B with another 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 level or higher). Students who have completed any other introductory statistics course listed as an anti-requisite to Economics 2222A/B must replace Economics 2222A/B with 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 or 3000 level.

Students who have taken Statistical Sciences 3859A/B starting from the fall term of 2019 and onwards can substitute that course for Economics 2223A/B towards the module requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed, and students are required to replace Economics 2223A/B with another 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 level or higher).

**Students who are not counting Economics 3310A/B towards their module may substitute up to 1.0 course from the following list toward this requirement: Calculus 2502A/B, Calculus 2503A/B; any Mathematics course numbered 2100 or higher; Applied Mathematics 2402A/B, or the former Differential Equations 2402A, Applied Mathematics 2811A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 2813B, Applied Mathematics 3811A/B, Applied Mathematics 3813A/B, Applied Mathematics 3815A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 3911F/G, the former Applied Mathematics 4353B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4613A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4613A/B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4617A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4617A/B, Applied Mathematics 4815A/B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4817A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4817A/B, and Financial Modelling 3817A/B, Statistical Sciences 2503A/B, Statistical Sciences 2864A/B, Statistical Sciences 3657A/B, and Statistical Sciences 3858A/B.

(no further changes)

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module be revised:

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS - ECONOMICS (PPE-E)

Module

9.0 courses:

0.5 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 2200F/G (normally taken in the first year of the module).


1.0 course: Political Science 2325F/G and Political Science 2537F/G.

1.0 course: Philosophy 2700F/G (recommended), Philosophy 2200F/G, Philosophy 2202F/G or Philosophy 2500F/G

1.0 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 4100E.

3.5 courses numbered 2200 or higher from at least two of the three PPE disciplines (Philosophy, Political Science, and Economics). At least 2.0 of these 3.5 courses must be numbered 3000 and higher. Students are advised to consider taking Economics 2220A/B and Economics 2221A/B in either their second or third year as many 3000-level Economics courses require them as prerequisites.

Students are advised to consult the Undergraduate Office in the Department of Economics for
more detailed information about the module.

(no further changes)

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module be revised: 
MAJOR IN ECONOMICS

Module
6.0 courses:
  0.5 course: in Economics at the 3000 level.
  2.5 additional courses from: Economics at the 2200 or 3000 level**, Epidemiology 4615B.

*Students who have taken a full or half course in introductory statistics at the 2100 level or higher in the Department of Actuarial Sciences can substitute that course for Economics 2222A/B towards the module requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed, and students are required to replace Economics 2222A/B with another 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 level or higher). Students who have completed any other introductory statistics course listed as an antirequisite to Economics 2222A/B must replace Economics 2222A/B with 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 or 3000 level.

Students who have taken Statistical Sciences 3859A/B starting from the fall term of 2019 and onwards can substitute that course for Economics 2223A/B towards the modular requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed, and students are required to replace Economics 2223A/B with another 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 level or higher).

**Students who are not counting Economics 3310A/B towards their module may substitute up to 0.5 course from the following list toward this requirement: Calculus 2502A/B, Calculus 2503A/B; any Mathematics course numbered 2100 or higher; Applied Mathematics 2402A/B, or the former Differential Equations 2402A, Applied Mathematics 2811A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 2813B, Applied Mathematics 3811A/B, Applied Mathematics 3813A/B, Applied Mathematics 3815A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 3911F/G, the former Applied Mathematics 4353B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4613A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4613A/B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4617A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4617A/B, Applied Mathematics 4815A/B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4817A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4817A/B, and Financial Modelling 3817A/B, Statistical Sciences 2503A/B, Statistical Sciences 2864A/B, Statistical Sciences 3657A/B, and Statistical Sciences 3858A/B.

(no further changes)
Effective September 1, 2022 the following module be revised:

MAJOR IN FINANCIAL ECONOMICS

Module
6.0 Courses:


0.5 course: in Economics at the 3000 level.

2.0 additional courses from: Economics at the 2200 or 3000 level,** Epidemiology 4615B.

*Students who have taken a full or half course in introductory statistics at the 2100 level or higher in the Department of Statistical and Actuarial Sciences can substitute that course for Economics 2222A/B towards the module requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed, and students are required to replace Economics 2222A/B with another 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 level or higher). Students who have completed any other introductory statistics course listed as an antirequisite to Economics 2222A/B must replace Economics 2222A/B with 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 or 3000 level.

Students who have taken Statistical Sciences 3859A/B starting from the fall term of 2019 and onwards can substitute that course for Economics 2223A/B towards the modular requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed, and students are required to replace Economics 2223A/B with another 0.5 course in Economics at the 2200 level or higher).

**Students who are not counting Economics 3310A/B towards their module may substitute up to 0.5 course from the following list toward this requirement: Calculus 2502A/B, Calculus 2503A/B; any Mathematics course numbered 2100 or higher; Applied Mathematics 2402A/B, or the former Differential Equations 2402A, Applied Mathematics 2811A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 2813B, Applied Mathematics 3811A/B, Applied Mathematics 3813A/B, Applied Mathematics 3815A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 3911F/G, the former Applied Mathematics 4353B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4613A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4613A/B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4617A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4617A/B, Applied Mathematics 4815A/B, Numerical and Mathematical Methods 4817A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 4817A/B, and Financial Modelling 3817A/B, Statistical Sciences 2503A/B, Statistical Sciences 2864A/B, Statistical Sciences 3657A/B, and Statistical Sciences 3858A/B.

(no further changes)

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module be revised:

MINOR IN ECONOMICS

Module
4.0 courses:

1.0 courses: Economics 2150A/B (or Economics 2260A/B*) and Economics 2152A/B (or Economics 2220A/B*).

3.0 additional courses in Economics at the 2100 level, or 2200-3000 level.
*Note: to take courses at the 2200-3000 level students must also have completed Calculus 1000A/B or Calculus 1500A/B with a mark of at least 60%.

Modular courses must be taken at main campus. Students who wish to take modular courses at an affiliate college must request permission from the Department of Economics.

Students who have taken Statistical Sciences 3859A/B starting from the fall term of 2019 and onwards can substitute that course for Economics 2123A/B or 2223A/B towards the modular requirements (exception: if the statistics course is being used in another module, no credit overlap is allowed).

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module be revised:

**SPECIALIZATION IN ECONOMICS**

**Module**

9.0 Courses:


4.5 additional courses in Economics at the 2100 level.

(no further changes)

**MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES**

Effective September 1, 2022 the following be module be revised:

**HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN ACCOUNTING**

**Module**

10.5 courses:


...
Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be module be revised:

**HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT & LEGAL STUDIES**

Module

11.0 courses:

... 

2.5 **3.0 courses**: MOS 3352F/G, MOS 4375A/B, **MOS 4467A/B**, MOS 4468A/B, MOS 4469A/B, MOS 4410A/B

0.5 courses MOS 4467A/B OR MOS 4479A/B.

Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**MAJOR IN ACCOUNTING**

Module

7.0 courses:

... 


... 

Effective **September 1, 2022** the following be revised:

**SPECIALIZATION IN ACCOUNTING**

Module

10.0 courses:

... 

Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:
SPECIALIZATION IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Module
9.5 courses:


Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:
SPECIALIZATION IN FINANCE

Module
10.0 courses:


Effective September 1, 2022 the following be revised:
SPECIALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT & LEGAL STUDIES

Module
10.0 courses:

1.5 courses from: MOS 3352F/G, MOS 4467A/B, MOS 4468A/B, MOS 4469A/B, MOS 4479A/B.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2022 the following program be revised:
HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS - POLITICS AND PHILOSOPHY CONCENTRATION (PPE-P)/HBA

HBA/HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS - POLITICS AND PHILOSOPHY CONCENTRATION (PPE-P)
Year 2
5.0 courses:

0.5 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 2200F/G.
1.0 course: Political Science 2537F/G.
0.5 course: Political Science 2325F/G.
1.0 course from: Philosophy 2700F/G (recommended), Philosophy 2200F/G, Philosophy 2202F/G, or and Philosophy 2500F/G.
0.5 course: Economics 2150A/B.
0.5 course: Economics 2151A/B.
1.0 course: Business Administration 2257.
0.5 course: Elective.

(no further changes)

Effective September 1, 2022 the following module be revised:

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS - POLITICS AND PHILOSOPHY (PPE-P)

Module
9.0 courses:

0.5 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 2200F/G (normally taken in the first year of the module).
1.0 course: Political Science 2537F/G, Political Science 2325F/G.
0.5 course: Political Science 3325F/G.
1.0 course from: Philosophy 2700F/G (recommended), Philosophy 2200F/G, Philosophy 2202F/G, or and Philosophy 2500F/G.
1.0 courses: Economics 2150A/B and Economics 2151A/B.
1.0 course: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics 4100E.
4.0 courses from at least two of the three PPE disciplines (Philosophy, Political Science, and Economics). Political Science and Philosophy courses must be numbered 2200 and above; Economics courses should be numbered 2100-2199. At least 2.0 of these 4.0 courses must be numbered 3000 and higher.

(no further changes)
DON WRIGHT FACULTY OF MUSIC

Effective September 1, 2022 the following courses be revised:

**MUSIC 2922 - APPLIED PRINCIPAL INSTRUMENT (THREE YEAR ARTIST DIPLOMA)**
Lessons in the student's principal instrument. For students in the first year of the Three Year Music Performance Diploma Program Minor in Music Performance Studies.

- **Antirequisite(s):** Music 2920, Music 2921.
- **Prerequisite(s):** Successful completion of a Performance Audition. Enrollment in the Music Performance Diploma (Three-Year Program) Minor in Music Performance Studies.

**MUSIC 3922 - APPLIED PRINCIPAL INSTRUMENT (THREE YEAR ARTIST DIPLOMA)**
Lessons in the student's principal instrument. For students in the second year of Three-Year Music Performance Diploma Program Minor in Music Performance Studies.

- **Antirequisite(s):** Music 3920, Music 3921.
- **Prerequisite(s):** Music 2922 or Music 2921 by permission of the department to confirm initial enrolment in the Three-Year Music Performance Diploma program prior to September 1, 2020. Enrolment in the Minor in Music Performance Studies.

**MUSIC 4922 - APPLIED PRINCIPAL INSTRUMENT**
Lessons in the student's principal instrument. For students in the third year of the Three-Year Music Performance Diploma Program Minor in Music Performance Studies.

- **Antirequisite(s):** Music 4920, Music 4921.
- **Prerequisite(s):** Music 3922. Enrolment in the Minor in Music Performance Studies.
- **Corequisite(s):** Music 4931A/B/Y, or the former Music 4927.

**MUSIC 4931A/B/Y - RECITAL**
Approximately 50 minutes of music performed in a public recital. The program content must be approved by the Department of Music Performance Studies not less than one month prior to the date of public performance. For students registered in the third year of the Music Performance Diploma (Three-Year Program) only Minor in Music Performance Studies.

- **Antirequisite(s):** The former Music 4927.
- **Prerequisite(s):** Enrolment in the Minor in Music Performance Studies.
- **Corequisite(s):** Music 4922.
KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Effective September 1, 2022 the following courses be revised based on the approved renaming of the subject area ‘Western Thought and Civilization’ to “The New Liberal Arts” (Senate March 18, 2022)

**ENGLISH 1901E - FOUNDATIONS IN WESTERN THOUGHT AND CIVILIZATION THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS**

The English Literature unit of the King’s Foundations in Western Thought and Civilization the New Liberal Arts is supplemented by the study of art and music. It investigates influential works of literature from ancient to modern times through an interdisciplinary perspective, with special focus on innovations in literary form and cultural contexts.

**Prerequisite(s):** Must be registered in the King’s Foundations in Western Thought and Civilization the New Liberal Arts, or the former Foundations in the Humanities Western Thought and Civilization.

**Corequisite(s):** History 1901E and Philosophy 1901E.

**HISTORY 1901E - FOUNDATIONS IN WESTERN THOUGHT AND CIVILIZATION THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS**

The History unit of the King’s Foundations in Western Thought and Civilization the New Liberal Arts introduces students to major processes, personalities, and events in the historical development of the modern world and what is described as “the West”, while developing and refining students’ fundamental skills in historical methodology.

**Antirequisite(s):** History 1801E.

**Prerequisite(s):** Must be registered in the King’s Foundations in Western Thought and Civilization the New Liberal Arts, or the former Foundations in the Humanities Western Thought and Civilization.

**Corequisite(s):** English 1901E and Philosophy 1901E.

**PHILOSOPHY 1901E - FOUNDATIONS IN WESTERN THOUGHT AND CIVILIZATION THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS**

The Philosophy unit of the King’s Foundations in Western Thought and Civilization the New Liberal Arts is an interdisciplinary historical survey of some of the most important philosophers (Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Marx, Nietzsche, Derrida) and artists (da Vinci, Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Dali) that have shaped the course of Western thought and our contemporary world.

**Prerequisite(s):** Must be registered in the King’s Foundations in Western Thought and Civilization the New Liberal Arts, or the former Foundations in the Humanities Western Thought and Civilization.

**Corequisite(s):** English 1901E and History 1901E.
THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS 2901E - MEDIEVAL TO SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION
THE MODERN

THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS 3901F/G/Z - ENLIGHTENMENT TO FIN DE SIECLE
ENLIGHTENMENT TO CRISIS

THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS 4901F/G/Z - 20TH CENTURY TO CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL
WARFARE TO POST-POLITICAL